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Lesson 4 – Advanced Transforms 

Chapter 4C | Maps and Arrays | 10 Minutes 

Chapter Goals  

In this Chapter, you will: 

• Understand how to use the following transforms: 

o Extractlist 

o Extractkv 

o Countpattern 

o Nest 

o Unnest/Flatten 

▪ Vertically (to create new rows)  

▪ Horizontally (to create new columns)  

Chapter Instructions 

 
1. Open the US Farmers Market dataset in the Transformer.  

2. Use the Extractlist transform to create a JSON array. 

Let’s continue to work in the Items column.  

In the first row of the Items column, select the text: 
meat_eggs_seafood In the second row of the Items 

column, select the text: food  

Scroll through the suggestion cards until you find the card 

that says Extract occurrences as array. Select this card 

and examine the preview in the grid. Click Modify to open 

the Transform Builder.  You can see that this card uses the 

Extractlist transform. 

The Extractlist transform will create a JSON array. In 
Trifacta, arrays are an important structure to 
understand when you are performing pivoting or 
structuring operations on your dataset.  

 

You can see that the Extractlist transform uses pattern-

matching to identify individual elements in the array. In this 

example, a string of alphanumeric characters and 

underscores defines each unique array element. Similar to 

the Extract transform in the previous chapter. 

Again, let’s say we only want to include the item categories 

extractlist col: Items on: 

`{lower}{alphanum-

underscore}+` as: 

'extractlist_Items' 
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in our Array.  If we look at the values in the cells, the 

categories are lower case characters and the response is 

upper case.  Let’s add the {l ower}  Trifacta pattern to our 

Pattern box: 

 

If you want the dialog box to go away, simply hit Esc on your 

keyboard. 

In the preview, you can see that a string of lower case 

alphanumeric characters and underscores now defines each 

unique array element. 

Click Add to Recipe.  

3. Use the Countpattern transform to count the number of 
times delimiters appear. 
 

The Countpattern transform counts the number of 
times a specified pattern occurs in each record of a 
column.  

 

Select the pipe character in the Items column. Scroll 

through the suggestion cards until you find the Count 

Occurances suggestion. Choose this card and click 

Modify.  You’ll see that this card uses the countpattern 

transform. 

Examine the preview in the grid. You can see that the 

countpattern transform creates a new column that contains 

the number of times the selected pattern appears in each 

record.  

Add the transform to the recipe.  

countpattern col: Items 

on: `\|` 

4. Use the Extractkv transform to create a JSON map.  

The Extractkv transform will identify key-value 
pairs in your data and construct a column that 
contains a JSON map. In Trifacta, maps are an 
important structure to understand when you are 
performing pivoting or structuring operations on 
your dataset.  

In the first row of the Items column, select the text: 
meat_eggs_seafood. In the second row of the Items 

extractkv col: Items key: 

`{alphanum-underscore}+` 

valueafter: ':' delimiter: 

'|' as: 'extractkv_Items' 
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column, select the text: plants_flowers.  

If you want to generate an Extractkv transform, you cannot 

select the first key-value pair that appears in a column.  

Scroll to find the suggestion to Extract key value pairs from 

this column. Select the Extract key values suggestion card 

and click Modify to view the Builder.  

The Extractkv transform uses pattern-matching to define 

keys, values, and the delimiters that separate individual key-

value pairs. In the preview, you can view the entire map by 

clicking on the right-facing arrow at the edge of a cell. 

Add the suggested Extractkv transform to the recipe.  

5.  Flatten an array vertically.  

Return to your extractlist_Items array column you created 

earlier. Click on the extractlist_Items column.  

Scroll through the suggestions until you see the card to 

Convert arrays in extractlist_Items to rows.  This card 

uses the flatten transform. Click on the card and examine 

the preview.  

Notice that the Flatten transform will flatten the 
array vertically. This means that each array element 
will be placed into a new row.  

Click Add to Recipe.  

Notice that because we used the flatten transform, the 

original Items column has been transformed.  Also, the row 

count for the dataset has increased, because each element 

of the array is now an individual record. 

Click Undo to reverse the Flatten step. 

flatten col: 

extractlist_Items  

 

6. Flatten an array horizontally.  

Click on the extractlist_Items column again, and scroll 

through the suggestions until you see the card that says 

Create new columns from ‘[0]’,’[-1]’ in extractlist_Items. 

Click Modify on this suggestion card. As you’ll see, this 

uses the Unnest transform.   

Notice that this variation of the Unnest transform flattens the 

array horizontally. Trifacta places array elements into new 

columns. However, Trifacta only extracts some of the array 

elements.  

unnest col: 

extractlist_Items keys: 

'[1]','[-1]','[-2]' 
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The Paths parameter defines the array elements 
that Trifacta will extract into new columns. The 
numbers [0] and [-1] represent the index number 
for each array element. [0] represents the first array 
element counting from the left, and [- 1] represents 
the first array element counting from the right.  

 

Modify the values in the Paths parameter to extract the 

second array element counting from the left 
(meat_eggs_seafood), and the first and second array 

elements counting from the right (crafts and 

plants_flowers).  

Add the keys to the Paths section of the Builder: 

 

Click Add to Recipe.  

7. Unnest all key-value pairs from a map.  

Let’s go back to the extractkv_Items map column.  

Click on the column and scroll through the suggestions until 

you see the card to Create new columns form 

extractlistkv_Items.  Once again, this card uses the 

Unnest transform. Select the card and examine the 

preview. 

Notice that the Unnest transform will create one 
new column for each key-value pair contained in the 
map. When you use column-selection on a map-type 
column, the Unnest transform will automatically 
create new columns for all of the key-value pairs in 
the map.  

 

Caution: The Unnest transform is sample-sensitive when 

applied to maps. If a key-value pair is not visible in the 

sample, Trifacta will not include that key-value pair in the 

default Unnest suggestion. After you run a job on a dataset 

unnest col: 

extractkv_Items keys: 

'wine_alcohol','meat_eggs_

seafood','food','plants_fl

owers','crafts' 
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whose recipe contains an Unnest transform applied to a 

map, you should use the results profile to verify that you 

have unnested all of the key-value pairs contained in your 

dataset.  

Click Add to Recipe. 

8. Build a map from multiple columns.  

Select the Latitude and Longitude columns. From the list 

of suggestions, select the card that says Convert to map. 

Click on Modify to view the Transform Builder.  You’ll notice 

that this card uses the Nest transformation. 

By default, the Nest transform will convert two 
columns into a map of key-value pairs. The name of 
each column becomes the key in the key-value pair.  

 
The Nest transform can also convert multiple columns into 
an array.  In the type section of the Transform Builder, you 
can easily switch between Map and Array.    
 
Choose the Array option and click Add to Recipe. 
 
That’s all for Chapter 4C.  If you’d like to learn more about 
Maps and Arrays, please see our product documentation or 
our Support Portal. 

nest col: 

Latitude,Longitude into: 

array as: 'column1' 
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